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Physical and chemical approaches in biology
In the 1940s and 50s, a large number of scientists who had been
trained in physics and chemistry began to turn their attention to
problems in the life sciences – using the theories, methods, and
scientific practices of the physical sciences to open new areas of
research.
In part this was a reaction to the feeling that the most exciting
problems in quantum mechanics and the application of quantum
mechanical laws to the basic theory of structural chemistry were
rapidly being exhausted. But also, it seems to have been a reaction
to the rise of industrialized military science – most strikingly in the
guise of chemical and atomic weapons, but also in many other
command and control and weapons systems as well.
In this sense, the application of physical and chemical methods to
the study of large biological molecules, represented for many a
return to the idea of “pure science.”
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A physicist approaches the question of life
Erwin Schrödinger (1887–1961), the Austrian physicist, gave a series
of lectures, followed by a book, entitledWhat is Life?
Schrödinger,What is Life? 1944
“How can we … reconcile the fact that the gene structure seems to
involve only a comparatively small number of atoms … and that
nevertheless displays the most regular and lawful activity—with a
durability or permanence that borders on the miraculous? … These
material structures can only be molecules.”

He argued that genes must be conceived of as molecular.

“What we wish to illustrate is simply that with the molecular
picture of the gene it is no longer inconceivable that the miniature
code should precisely correspond with a highly complicated and
specified plan of development and should somehow contain the
means to put it into operation.”
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An informationist approach

Phyicists like Niels Bohr (1885–1962), Max Delbrück (1906–1981),
and Schrödinger returned to the old position that there was
something going on in biological systems that was fundamentally
different from that found in purely physical and chemical systems –
that genes, as molecules are highly stable from a thermodynamic
perspective and do not degrade, that chemical reactions in cells are
highly specific and somehow different from those occurring in vitro.
They introduced the idea that the study of biological phenomena
might lead to the elucidation of new physical laws – possibly as
revolutionary as the laws of quantum mechanics. The focus of the
new approach to biology should be on understanding how
biological molecules were arranged in such a way as to involve
information transfer – to elucidate the structural coding of
information and its transfer from one generation to the next without
degradation.
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Proteins or nucleic acids

It was believed that the molecular mechanisms of heredity must lay
in the cell’s nucleus, which was made up of proteins and nucleic
acids (deoxyribonucleic, DNA; ribonucleic, RNA). If Schrödinger
was right that the genetic information was coded in molecules, it
was possible that this was done by either the proteins or the nucleic
acids - since they are both large molecules.
Although the structure of neither proteins nor nucleic acids was
known, biochemical methods made it clear that proteins were made
up of peptide chains and some 16 amino acids, while the nucleic
acids were made up of 5 nucleic bases (adenine, guanine, thymine
or uracil, cytosine) connected by sugars and phosphates.
Since the proteins had for more basic elements, and seemed to have
much more varied structure, many people assumed that the genetic
information would be coded in the proteins.
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The phage group
The so-called phage group was a loose collection of researchers
centered around Delbrück, a German physicist, and Salvador Luria
(1912–1991), an Italian microbiologist, both of whom fled fascist
Europe, emigrating to the US.
Delbrück had encountered bacteriophages (viruses that infect and
“eat” bacteria) while visiting Morgan’s Drosophila lab in Caltech,
1937. He became convinced that phages were biologically simple
enough that they might shed some light on the fundamental
processes of genetic inheritance.
After meeting Luria, 1941, the two began a research project on
phage-resistance in bacteria to see if phage-resistance arose as a
result of environmental changes or randomly. They cultured
bacteria, exposed them to varying quantities of pernicious phages,
and found that the bacteria developed resistance at random rates.
This demonstrated that phages could be used as a model system, to
study genetic mutation and selective inheritance.
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Phage course at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Starting in 1945, Delbrück organized a summer course at Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory, Long Island, NY, every summer for 26
years. There were also versions of the phage course taught at other
sites, like Caltech. The course was generally taught to a small group
of researchers – usually less than 20 – introducing them to the basic
methods of genetic studies of viruses. They ran for some five weeks
of intensive study and lab work.
Many of the top biologists of the mid-20th century passed through
this course, or were involved with it in one way or another. Its
influence on the American scene was crucial.
The course always ended with a final examination and
commencement ceremony, which also served as a graduation party
– there were ridiculous costumes, wonky poems, professional
ribbing, much drinking, and as often as not water fights.
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 1930s
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Phage group, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Max Delbrück, Salvador Luria, and Frank Exner
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Phage course, Closing ceremony

Frank Stahl, unknown, and Geroge Streisinger
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DNA in bacteria

In 1944, O.T. Avery (1877–1955), Colin MacLeod (1909–1972), and
Maclyn McCarty (1911–2005) published a paper on the so-called
“transforming principle” in bacteria. It had already been shown that
if a benign strain of a bacteria is injected with a non-living virulent
strain, some of the benign strain will become virulent.
Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty separated the protein and the DNA
and showed that whereas injecting the protein had no effect,
injecting the DNA again caused some of the some of the benign
bacteria to become virulent.
Although this suggested that DNA was the fundamental “unit of
transformation,” the authors were unwilling to generalize beyond
the specific findings of their paper. Nevertheless, many people,
including Luria, became more convinced that DNA was the
mechanism of inheritance.
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X-ray crystallography

In the early decades of the 20th century, physicists began to explore
the possibility that x-rays were particles and to use them to
bombard chemical substances and record their deflections on film.
This theory and experimental practice gave rise to the subfield of
x-ray crystallography, which was developed in a number of different
countries, but especially in Britain. Father and son W.H. (1862–1942)
and W.L. Bragg (1890–1971) pioneered the new discipline, and
Laurence Bragg led a team of x -ray crystallography researchers at
Cambridge.
The idea was to use the technique to probe the internal structure of
molecules, in order to develop data about the physical arrangement
of their atoms. The first molecules that were studied were inorganic
crystals, but the technique was soon turned to large organic
molecules like fibers, viruses, proteins, nucleic acids, and so on.
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The basic principle of x-ray crystallography

A beam of x-rays is scattered by a crystal, forming a pattern on the
film, which can be analyzed to make predictions about the structure
of the crystal.
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The state of knowledge in 1951

In 1951, a DNA molecule was thought to
consist of one or more chains of nucleotides,
called a polynucleotyde.
The nucleotides were known to be linked by a
sugar and phosphate backbone. Hanging off of
the backbone was a series of bases. In many
ways, the structure was assumed to be similar
to the structure of proteins, which was also
largely unknown at this point.
The chemical structure of the bases was also
known. The bases were known to be two
pyrimidines, cytosine (C) and thymine (T), and
two purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G). (But
the configuration of T and G came in two
forms.)
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Knowledge of the nucleic bases in 1951

Purines Pyrimidines

The bases as show in a typical textbook in 1951
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Watson arrives at the Cavendish

James Watson (1928–) finished his PhD in 1950,
working under Salvidor Luria (1912–1991) on
phage genetics.
He spent some time at Copenhagen, studying
biochemistry, and some time in Naples, reading
genetics papers. He heard a talk by Maurice
Wilkins (1916–2004), King’s College, London, on
using x-rays to study the structure of DNA.
He decided to go the Cavendish, Cambridge,
where Bragg’s group was studying big molecules
with x-rays. He asked Luria to help him get a
postdoctoral fellowship there. At the Cavendish,
he met Francis Crick (1916–2004), who was an
older PhD student, working on physics.
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Watson and Crick

Francis Crick and James Watson in Cambridge
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Pauling cracks the α-helix

Linus Pauling (1901–1994), a professor at CalTech, was
one of the top structural chemists in the world. He
wrote the book The Nature of the Chemical Bond (1939).
His work helped lay the groundwork for figuring out
the structure of large molecules, such as proteins.
In 1948, while he was laid up with a cold, he drew a
polypeptide chain of roughly correct dimensions on a
strip of paper and folded it into a helix maintaining
the correct chemical bonds.
In 1951, he published a paper (with Corey) giving the
complete chemical structure of the α-helix, a key
component of protein structure, using x-ray evidence
and demonstrated with a physical model.

CalTech model, 1951
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DNA at the Cavendish

With the publication of Pauling’s paper, Watson and Crick realized
both (1) that the Pauling’s model-building approach might work for
DNA and (2) that its structure might be helical. That is, they used
the α-helix as a kind of analog for how they might approach DNA.
The head of the lab, Sir Laurence Bragg, who was an expert in x-ray
crystallography and had a personal rivalry with Pauling, realized
that the work on DNA might lead to something important and gave
Watson and Crick permission to work on the topic, as long as the
people at King’s College, London, had no objection.
Wilkins and his group at King’s College had been working on
x-raying DNA for some time, but Wilkins was having a hard time
addressing the problem, due to interpersonal difficulties that he was
having with one of his coworkers.
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Franklin and the King’s group

In January 1951, Rosalind Franklin
(1920–1958), a brilliant x-ray crystallographer,
began working on making x-ray images of DNA
at King’s College. Franklin was an expert on
x-ray imaging, but she soon ran into difficulties
with Wilkins, with whom she did not get along.
Franklin had been led to believe she would
have DNA all to herself and she disagreed with
Wilkins about both personal and technical issues.
Soon there were two, competing, groups
working on x-ray crystallography at King’s
College. Franklin’s group had exclusive access to
the better samples of DNA.
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The 3-chain model

Crick made his first major contribution with a mathematical theory
of how x-rays are diffracted by helically shaped molecules.
Watson had gone down to London to listen to a talk by Franklin
about her work. Watson took no notes at talks, so based on what he
could remember, Crick worked out that there would be between
two and four chains in the model.
They decided to go with three chains, with the bases on the outside
– like a protein. Using wire, and specially made metal plates they
constructed a scale model in under a month.
They invited the King’s group up to Cambridge to see the model,
but Franklin took one look at it and pointed out that there were not
enough places for water to bind with it. Watson had
misremembered what she has said about how much water was
involved.
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Taking a break
The 3-chain model was such an embarrassment that Bragg forbid
Watson and Crick to do any more work on DNA. Watson started
working on x-raying the tobacco mosaic virus; Crick went back to
work on his PhD.
But other people were still working on DNA:

Work that was done at Cold Spring Harbor pointed even more
securely to the importance of DNA in genetics.
Chargaff published some results about the relative quantities of
the base pairs.
Pauling published a structure of DNA.

As soon as Watson and Crick read Pauling’s paper, they realized
that the proposed structure was wrong, but they also knew that
Pauling would figure out his own mistake soon and would then
turn all his energy towards the structure of DNA.
This lead Bragg to allow them to get back to work on DNA.
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DNA in bacteriophage
In 1952, Alfred Hershey (1908–1997) and Martha Chase (1927–2003)
carried out an experiment at Cold Spring Harbor which was meant
to decide whether bacteriophages transmit their ability to infect a
bacterial cell through their protein coat or their DNA core.
Since the protein contains sulphur but no phosphorus while the
DNA contains phosphorus but no sulphur, they cultivated the
phage for many generations in and environment full of radioactive
isotopes of the sulphur and phosphorus, until all of the atoms of
those elements would be of their radioactive forms.
They then allowed the phages to attack bacteria in a normal
environment and after a number of generations found that all the
sulphur was normal, while the phosphorus was radioactive –
showing that the DNA had transmitted through many generations,
while the protein had not.
Watson heard about these results even before they were published.
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Chargaff’s rule

Erwin Chargaff (1905–2002) was a brilliant
Jewish-Austrian biochemist who had
emigrated to the US as a result of Nazi
policies.
He had come to the conclusion early on that
DNA was the genetic material and began to
study it using traditional biochemical
techniques, such as breaking it down into its
constituent parts.
He showed that, in all samples of DNA,
%A “ %T and%G “ %C. He explained this
to Watson and Crick in 1952, but they
seemed not to understand the significance
of these findings.
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The 2-chain model
Watson went down to London to enlist the help of Wilkins and
Franklin. Franklin, unimpressed with Watson’s abilities, turned him
down. Wilkins did not feel he could get involved with DNA, but he
did showWatson one of Frankin’s new photographs, without her
permission. This alerted Watson to the existence of a research report
– which he then got by round about means.
Franklin’s group had taken clear photos of B form DNA, containing
more water than A form DNA. The photos showed a clear x-shaped
pattern, which Crick’s theory predicted must result from a helix.
Watson returned to Cambridge and began model-building. He
decided to try a 2-chain model, on the vague analogy that many
things in nature come in pairs. They now decided to try a model in
which the bases faced inward – as opposed to proteins, in which the
amino acids hang off the α-helix. Watson choose to link
like-with-like bases (ignoring Chargaff’s results). These were all
guesses.
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Wilkins’ 1950 x-ray image,
A and B form DNA

Franklin’s 1952 x-ray image,
B form DNA
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Cardboard nucleic acids
Watson built a model with like-to-like paring of the bases in the
inside of two helixes. The bases are not all the same size, so this
made bulges in the backbone.
He showed his idea to Jerry Donohue (1920–1985) an American
theoretical chemist, who was visiting the Cambridge and sharing an
office with Watson and Crick. Donohue immediately pointed out
that the diagram that Watson had found for guanine (G) and
thymine (T) in the reference books was, from a quantum mechanical
perspective, highly unlikely. He suggested using the keto, as
opposed to enol, form.
Since there were no metal models of these forms available, Watson
made his own models with stiff cardboard. By playing around with
these scale models of the correct forms of the nucleic acids, he could
see that the adenine and thymine (A-T) and guanine and cytosine
(G-C) paired together in the same shape. This explained Chargaff’s
results.
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Enol and keto nucleic acids

Enol forms Keto forms
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A scale model
When the machine shop delivered the
correct bases, Watson and Crick began to
assemble a scale model. They used a
plumb line and a measuring stick to
make sure the backbone was in the
shape required by Crick’s theory.
They used Pauling’s The Nature of the
Chemical Bond to confirm that all of the
bonds represented in the model were
theoretically correct.
Again, they invited up the King’s
groups, who agreed that the model fit
the data. They published a short paper
explaining the model, followed by
papers fromWiltkin’s and Franklin’s
groups.
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The reception

Although the Cambridge and King’s
people were convinced that the model
was probably correct, at this point the
model was just a hypothesis and much
still remained to be shown. Pauling
remained convinced that he was right
about his 3-chain model for some time.
Chargaff was skeptical for many years.
Many crystallography did not
understand the excitement around DNA.
Watson gave a talk at the Phage course
at CSHL in 1953. The phage group were
already convinced that DNA was the
thing, and so they set out to study its
characteristics.

Watson at CSHL
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Phage course, CSHL, 1953

Max Delbrück, Aaron Novick, Leo Szilárd, and James Watson
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The Meselson-Stahl experiment
In 1958, Matthew Meselson (1930–) and Frank Stahl (1929–) of the
Caltech phage group did an experiment to determine which of the
following three hypotheses best fits DNA reproduction:
Semi-conservative: The two strands separate and each strand acts

as a template for a copy,
Conservative: The entire DNA molecule acts as a template for the

synthesis of new one molecule, or
Dispersive The molecule is broken up into pieces, which then act

as templates for the new copies, piece-by-piece.
Since nitrogen is a major component of DNA, the fundamental idea
was to grow a bacteria in a medium containing isotropically
different nitrogen, N14 and N15. And then switch them. Then, when
the DNA was extracted and centrifuged on a salt gradient, the three
hypotheses gave different predictions for the rate at which the
density of the DNA molecule changes in the following generations.
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“The most beautiful experiment in biology”
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The “central dogma”

Crick set out what he called the “central dogma,” which articulated
clearly the informationist perspective of the new molecular biology.
Crick, ”On Protein Synthesis,” 1958
“The Central Dogma. This states that once ’information’ has passed
into protein it cannot get out again. In more detail, the transfer of
information from nucleic acid to nucleic acid, or from nucleic acid to
protein may be possible, but transfer from protein to protein, or
from protein to nucleic acid is impossible. Information means here
the precise determination of sequence, either of bases in the nucleic
acid or of amino acid residues in the protein.”

Another popular version – which is incorrect – is that DNA
determines messenger-RNA which in turn determines proteins.
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Reductionism and its discontents
In the 1950s, Crick’s reductionist model became the central tenet of
molecular biology.
In the 1960s, however, this view required various modification. It
became clear once again that a broader, holistic or systems-based
approach would also be fruitful.

For one thing, it became clear that not all DNA was strictly
genetic. There was also “redundant” or “junk” DNA— now
called introns.
DNA was not simply transcribed into mRNA, but also acted as
a regulator in various ways. Also, in some cases RNA could
write to DNA (ex., retroviruses).
That is, the DNA would transcribe mRNA differently in
different cells, or different parts of the organism, so that the
focus had to shift back to these structures as well.
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Teaching molecular biology

Frank Stahl answering a question as Max Delbrück looks on,
workshop of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.
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Overview

We have seen how the theories and practices of physics and
chemistry have become crucial to understanding the molecular
basis of life.
We have seen the rise of an informationist approach to
understanding life and inheritance.
We looked in detail at the discovery of the molecular structure
of DNA, and the early work on understanding the mechanisms
of reproduction
We discussed the central dogma and its discontents.
Finally, it should be noted that the rise of molecular biology
never fulfilled the hope of elucidating new laws of physics.
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